Monday, March 23, 2020

Lesson Plan
Traveling, Place Names & Going Places

- Read through chapter 6 of Beginning Tlingit and/or chapter 7 of the Beginning Tlingit Workbook
• Pay special attention to how the verbs are formed. Are there patternʼs you can recognize as the
verb changes from first, second, and third person?

• Take a look at postpositions (or those little bits of word at the end of a noun) on page 154 of the
Beginning Tlingit book. If sgóondei and neildéi are “to or toward school/ home” what other nouns
can you add -dei to?

• Take a look at page 188 in the Workbook that has different question particles. What are some
question particles you can add into your everyday conversation that would be useful to
memorize?

- Test yourself on Quizlet both from the previous term, as well as the one which includes different
verbs to start learning

- Listen to the youtube lecture on place names by X̱ ʼunei
- Think of ways to use phrases about coming & going at home. Can you describe to your children or
yourself whatʼs happening as characters travel in a TV show youʼre watching? Are there words for
places youʼre not sure how to say in Lingít, and arenʼt in the dictionary? Post them on the discussion
board!

- Keep sound practicing! Use the sound practice video or vocabulary in the books, and focus
especially on sounds that have not come easy, like x̱ ʼ or lʼ for example.

- Have fun with it, and let us know some things that is working for you as you study. Whether playing
at home, creating a mini story, or just constant repetition, if youʼre comfortable sharing, post it in
the discussion board. It may help someone else who might be struggling.
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